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1. INTRODUCTION  
Using Tychonov’s fixed point theorem, the method of successive approximations, and the comparison method, S. 
Sugiyama [14] studied the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the following problem:  
( )
= ( , ( ), ( 1)),
dx t
f t x t x t
dt
−
                                                       
(1.1)
 
 for 10 tt ≤≤ , with the conditions  
1),<(0)(=1)( tttx ≤− φ
                                                        
(1.2)
 
 ,=(0) 0xx                                
(1.3) 
 where x  and f  represent n -dimensional vectors (see [14] for details) and Stokes [13] has discussed the same 
problems as above for nonlinear differential equations. 
 
In [16], S. Sugiyama proved the existence, stability, and boundedness of solutions of the difference-differential 
problem (1.1)–(1.3) by making use of Tychonov’s fixed point theorem with additional condition on f  and we also refer the 
papers of S. Sugiyama [15, 17]. Subsequently some authors have been studied the problems of existence, uniqueness 
and other properties of solutions of (1.1) by using different techniques, see [1, 6, 9, 12] and the references cited therein. 
We also refer some papers and monographs [9, 14], [1, p. 342], [5, p.308], [7, p. 18]. 
 
Recently, in the interesting paper [11], B. G. Pachpatte has studied the existence, uniqueness and continuous 
dependence of solutions (1.1)–(1.3) with an infinite interval of t , by the well known Banach fixed point theorem and the 
Gronwall-Bellman integral inequality. 
 
From the above works, we can see a fact, although the difference-differential problems have been investigated 
by some authors. However, to our knowledge, the difference-integrodifferential equation with nonlocal conditions and an 
infinitesimal generator of operators has not been discussed extensively. So motivated by all the works above, the aim of 
this paper is to prove the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of solutions of the difference-
integrodifferential of the form:  
1)),(,))(,,(),(,()(=)(
0
−+′ ∫ txdssxstktxtftAxtx
t
                     
(1.4) 
for )[0,= ∞∈ +Rt  under the conditions 
1),<(0)(=1)( tttx ≤− φ                                             (1.5) 
,=)((0) 0xxgx +                   (1.6) 
where A  is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators )(tT  in X , 
),( XXXXCf ×××∈ +R , ),( XXCk ××∈ ++ RR , )),,(( XXCCg +∈ R  and )(tφ  is a continuous function 
for 1<0 t≤ , 
1 0
lim ( )
t
tϕ
→ −
 exists, for which we denote by 0=0)(1 c−φ . If we consider the solutions of (1.4) for +∈Rt , 
we obtain a function 1)( −tx  which is unable to define as solution for 1<0 t≤ . Hence, we have to impose some 
condition, for example the condition (1.5). We note that, if 1<0 t≤ , the problem is reduced to integrodifferential equation  
)),(,))(,,(),(,()(=)(
0
tdssxstktxtftAxtx
t
φ∫+′  
with initial condition 0=)((0) xxgx + . Here, it is essential to obtain the solutions of (1.4)–(1.6) for ∞≤ <0 t . 
 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the preliminaries and hypotheses. Section 3 deals 
with existence and uniqueness of the solutions. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss results on continuous dependence of 
solutions on initial data, functions involved therein and parameters. 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND HYPOTHESES 
Before proceeding to the statement of our main results, we shall set forth some preliminaries and hypotheses that will be 
used in our subsequent discussion. 
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Let X  be the Banach space with norm || ||⋅ . Let S  be the space of all continuous functions from +R  into X  
and fulfill the condition  
)),(exp(= )( tOtz λ                               (2.1) 
 for some positive constant 0>λ . In this space we define the norm (see [2, 8])  
)].(exp )([sup
 
= ttz
t
z S λ−
∈ +
  
R                                                               
(2.2) 
 It is easy to see that S  with the above norm is a Banach space. Note that condition (2.1) implies the existence of a 
nonnegative constant N  such that || ( ) || exp( )z t N tλ≤  for +∈Rt . Using this fact in (2.2) we observe that  
.Nz S ≤                                   (2.3) 
 
Definition 2.1  Let A−  is the infinitesimal generator of a −0C semigroup 0 ),( ≥ttT , on a Banach space X . The 
function Bx∈  given by  
,))(,))(,,(),(,()()]()[(=)(
00
0 dssdxsksxsfstTxgxtTtx
st
φτττ∫∫ −+−
               
(2.4) 
 for 1<0 t≤ , and  
dssdxsksxsfstTxgxtTtx
s
))(,))(,,(),(,()()]()[(=)(
0
1
0
0 φτττ∫∫ −+−
 
 
,1))(,))(,,(),(,()(
01
dssxdxsksxsfstT
st
−−+ ∫∫ τττ
  
                                  (2.5) 
 for ∞≤ <1 t , is called the mild solution of the problem (1.4)–(1.6).  
 
 
We require the following Lemma known as the Pachpatte’s inequality in our further discussion. 
Lemma 2.2 (,p. 152)  Let ),(,, ++∈ RRCbeu  and for ts ≤ ; ),(),( ),,(
2
++∈ RRCstcsta . If )(te  and ),( sta  be 
be nondecreasing in +∈Rt  and  
,])(),()()()[,()()(
00
dsduscsusbstatetu
st
τττ∫∫ ++≤  
 for +∈Rt , then  
),]),()()[,((exp)()( 
00
dsdscsbstatetu
st
ττ∫∫ +≤ for +∈Rt . 
 
 
 
We list the following hypotheses: 
(H1) A  is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of bounded linear operators )(tT  in X such that 
0 0|| ( ) || , for some 1.T t N N≤ ≥  
 
(H2) The function f  in (1.4) satisfies the condition  
 ],)[( ),,,(),,,( 1     zzyyxxtpzyxtfzyxtf −+−+−≤−  
for XXXzyxtzyxt ×××∈ +R),,,(),,,,( , where ),(1 ++∈ RRCp  and increasing function. 
 
(H3) The function k  in (1.4) satisfies the condition  
],)[,(),,(),,( 1   xxstqxstkxstk −≤−  
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for Xxstxst ×∈ +
2),,(),,,( R , where ),( 21 ++∈ RRCq . 
 
(H4)  There exists constant K  such that  
.,0),(max
<0
=  stk
ts
K
∞≤≤
 
 
(H5) There exist constants 0, 1 ≥GG  such that 
, )()(and,)( 1    xxGxgxgGxg −≤−≤  
for every ),(, XCxx +∈ R . 
 
(H6) For λ  as in (2.1) : 
(a) there exist nonnegative constants 1<1,<,
)(1
1
< 0
0
0 γ
γ
α GN
N
GN
+
−
 such that  
,for),(exp)(exp1)]()([ 11
0
+∈≤++∫ Rttdssspsp
t
λαλ  
and  
.for),(exp)(exp),(1
0
+∈≤≤≤∫ Rtstdsq
t
τλγτλττ  
 
(b) there exists a nonnegative constant ν  such that  
.for),(exp)( ,0,0,0)( )(  )( 1
00
1
1
0
10 +∈≤++++ ∫∫∫ RttdssspKdssfdssspGx
tt
λνφ      
 
 
 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
We first prove the fundamental result. 
Theorem 3.1  Assume that hypotheses )()( 61 HH −  hold. Then the problem (1.4)– (1.6) has a unique mild solution on 
+R  in S .  
 
Proof. Let Stx ∈)(  and define the operator SSF →:  by (see [14])  
,))(,))(,,(),(,()()]()[(=)(
00
0 dssdxsksxsfstTxgxtTtFx
st
φτττ∫∫ −+−             (3.1) 
 for 1<0 t≤ , and  
dssdxsksxsfstTxgxtTtFx
s
))(,))(,,(),(,()()]()[(=)(
0
1
0
0 φτττ∫∫ −+−
               
 
,1))(,))(,,(),(,()(
01
dssxdxsksxsfstT
st
−−+ ∫∫ τττ                         (3.2) 
for ∞≤ <1 t . First we shall show that Fx  maps S  into itself. Since all functions involved in (3.1) and (3.2) are 
continuous, therefore, Fx  is continuous on +R  and XFx∈ . To verify that (2.1) is fulfilled, we consider the following 
two cases. 
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Case 1: 1<0 t≤ . By using the hypotheses )()( 61 HH −  and (2.3) in (3.1), then we have 
dssfNdssfsdxsksxsfNGxNtFx
tst
        ,0,0,0)(],0,0,0)())(,))(,,(),(,( [][)( 0
00
0
0
100 ∫∫∫ +−++≤ φτττ
  0))(,,(0)()[(] [
0
10
0
100 −+−++≤ ∫∫ τττ dxsksxspNGxN
st
dssfNdss
t
   ,0,0,0)(]0)( 0
0∫+−+ φ  
τττ dxsqsxspNGxN
st
     0)(),()()[(][ 1
0
10
0
100 −+++≤ ∫∫  
dssfNdssKd
ts
    ,0,0,0)(])( 0
00 ∫∫ +++ φτ  
τττ dxsqsxspNGxN
st
     )( ),()()[(][ 1
0
10
0
100 ∫∫ +++≤
dssfNdssKs
t
    ,0,0,0)(] )(0)( 0
0∫++−+ φ  
] )( )()(,0,0,0)([ 1
1
0
1
00
100 dssspdssspKdssfGxN
tt
    φ∫∫∫ ++++≤
 
 
dssxsxspN S
t
)](exp )()[(10
0
λγ    ++ ∫  
 
 
 
).(exp)](1[0 tNN λγαν ++≤                                                                                                                                     (3.3) 
Case 2: ∞≤ <1 t . From (3.2), using the hypotheses and (2.3), then looking at Case 1 immediately we have  
])(  ,0,0,0)( )()()[()( 1
00
1
1
0
100 dssspKdssfdssspGxNtFx
tt
∫∫∫ ++++≤      φ  
dssxsxspNdssxspN S
tt
)](exp )()[(1)()( 10
0
1
1
0 λγ     ++−+ ∫∫  
 ] 1)()( )( )()(exp )(exp[ 1
1
1
0
0 dssxspdssxsptxtN
tt
S     −+++≤ ∫∫λαγλν  
 ],)()()(exp )(exp[ 11
0
0 IdssxsptxtN
t
S +++≤ ∫    λαγλν                                             (3.4) 
 where  
. 1)()(= 1
1
1 dssxspI
t
 −∫                                                     (3.5) 
 By making the change of variable, we obtain  
 
. )( 1)()(1)(= 1
0
1
1
0
1 σσσσσσ dxpdxpI
tt
    +≤+ ∫∫
−
                             (3.6) 
 Using (3.6) in (3.4), we get  
 
] )( 1)( )( )()(exp )(exp[)( 1
0
1
0
0 dssxspdssxsptxtNtFx
tt
S       ++++≤ ∫∫λαγλν  
)](exp)(exp )(exp 000 txNtxNtN SS λαγλαλν   ++≤
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] )(1)]()([)(exp )(exp[ 11
0
0 dssxspsptxtN
t
S    ++++≤ ∫λαγλν  
] )(exp1)]()([)(exp )(exp[ 11
0
0 dssspspxtxtN
t
SS λλαγλν ++++≤ ∫   
)](exp)(exp )(exp[0 txtxtN SS λαλαγλν   ++≤  
).(exp)](1[0 tNN λγαν ++≤                                                 (3.7) 
 From (3.3) and this inequality, it follows that SFx∈ . This proves that F  maps S  into itself. 
Next, we verify that the operator F  is a contraction map. Let Syx ∈, . We consider the following two cases. 
 
Case 1: 1<0 t≤ . From (3.1) and using the hypotheses, we have  
    )))(,,())(,,()()()[()()())((
0
1
0
00 τττττ dyskxsksysxspNyxGNtyFtFx
st
−+−+−≤− ∫∫  
  dsss ] )()(  φφ −+  
dsdyxsqsysxspNyxGN
st
] )()(),()()()[( 1
0
1
0
00 ττττ     −+−+−≤ ∫∫  
 dsdsqyxsysxspNyxGN
s
S
t
])(exp),()()()[( 1
0
1
0
00 τλττ∫∫ −+−+−≤     
])(exp)(  )()()([)(exp 1
0
1
0
00 dssspyxdssysxspNyxtGN
t
S
t
S λγλ ∫∫ −+−+−≤    
])(exp)( )(exp)()(exp[ 1
0
1
0
0 dssspyxdssspyxyxtGN
t
S
t
SS λγλλ ∫∫ −+−+−≤    
)](exp  )(exp)(exp[0 tyxtyxyxtGN SSS λαγλαλ    −+−+−≤  
).(exp)](1[0 tyxGN S λγα  −++≤                                             (3.8) 
Case 2: ∞≤ <1 t . From (3.2) and using the hypotheses, we have  
dsdsqyxsysxspNyxtGNtFytFx
s
S
t
S ])(exp),()()()[()(exp))(())(( 1
0
10
0
0 τλττλ ∫∫ −+−+−≤−      
dssysxspN
t
  1)(1)()(10
1
−−−+ ∫  
dssyxsysxspNyxtGN S
t
S )](exp )()()[( )(exp 10
0
0 λγλ    −+−+−≤ ∫  
dssysxspN
t
   1)(1)()(10
1
−−−+ ∫  
dssspyxdssysxspyxtGN
t
S
t
S )(exp)( )()()()(exp[ 1
0
1
0
0 λγλ ∫∫ −+−+−≤      
] 1)(1)()(1
1
dssysxsp
t
 −−−+ ∫  
 ],)(exp  )()()()(exp[ 21
0
0 ItyxdssysxspyxtGN S
t
S +−+−+−≤ ∫ λαγλ         (3.9) 
 where  
.1)(1)()(= 1
1
2 dssysxspI
t
  −−−∫                (3.10) 
 By making the change of variable, we obtain  
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.)()(1)(1
0
2 dssysxspI
t
  −+≤ ∫                (3.11) 
 Using this inequality and (3.9), we get 
)](exp )(exp1)]()([)(exp[)()( 11
0
0 tyxdssspspyxyxtGNtFytFx S
t
SS λαγλλ     −+++−+−≤− ∫
  )](exp)(exp)(exp[0 tyxtyxyxtGN SSS λαγλαλ    −+−+−≤  
),(exp)](1[0 tyxGN S λγα  −++≤                   (3.12) 
for all Syx ∈, . From (3.8) and (3.12), we observe that  
.)](1[ 0 SS yxGNFyFx   −++≤− γα  
 By condition )(a  of hypothesis )( 6H , we have 1<)](1[0 γα ++GN  and hence, it follows from Banach fixed point 
theorem [4, p. 37] that F  has a unique fixed in S . The fixed point of F  is however a solution of (1.4)-(1.6). This 
completes the proof. 
 
 
The following theorem shows the uniqueness of solutions to (1.4)-(1.6) without the existence part.  
Theorem 3.2  Suppose that the hypotheses )( 1H  and )( 2H  hold. Then the problem (1.4)-(1.6) has at most one 
solution on +R . 
 
Proof. Let )(1 tx  and )(2 tx  be two solutions of (1.4)-(1.6) and   )()(=)( 21 txtxtu − , +∈Rt . We consider the 
following two cases. 
Case 1: 1<0 t≤ . From the hypothesis, we have  
 
dsdxskxsksuspNtGuNtu
st
] ))(,,())(,,()()[()()( 21
0
10
0
0 τττττ   −++≤ ∫∫  
 dsdxxsqsuspNtGuN
st
])()(),()()[()( 211
0
10
0
0 ττττ   −++≤ ∫∫  
 dsdusqsuspNtGuN
st
])(),()()[()( 1
0
10
0
0 τττ∫∫ ++≤  
 ,])(),()[()()()( 1
0
10
0
10
0
0 dsdusqspNdssuspNtGuN
stt
τττ∫∫∫ ++≤  
which implies  
.])(),()([
1
)(
)( 1
0
0
10
0
dsdusqsu
GN
spN
tu
st
τττ∫∫ +−≤                (3.13) 
Now a suitable application of Lemma 2.2 (with 0=)(te ), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, yields  
)]),([1
1
)(
(exp0)()( 1
0
0
10
0
21 dsdsq
GN
spN
txtx
st
ττ∫∫ +−≤−  0.≤                                       (3.14) 
Case 2: ∞≤ <1 t . From the hypothesis and following ideas from the above case, we obtain  
dssxsxspNdsdusqsuspNtGuNtu
tst
  1)(1)()( ])(),()()[()()( 2110
1
1
0
10
0
0 −−−+++≤ ∫∫∫ τττ
     ,])(),()()[()( 301
0
10
0
0 INdsdusqsuspNtGuN
st
+++≤ ∫∫ τττ                                             (3.15) 
 where  
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. 1)(1)()(= 211
1
3 dssxsxspI
t
  −−−∫  
 By making a change of variable, we observe that  
.)()(1)( 211
0
3 dssxsxspI
t
  −+≤ ∫  
 Using this inequality in (3.15), we obtain  
dssuspNdsdusqsuspNtGuNtu
tst
)(1)(])(),()()[()()( 10
0
1
0
10
0
0 ++++≤ ∫∫∫ τττ  
dssuspNdsdusqsuspNtGuN
tst
)(1)(])(),()()[()( 10
0
1
0
10
0
0 ++++≤ ∫∫∫ τττ  
,])(),()(1))[()(()( 1
0
110
0
0 dsdusqsuspspNtGuN
st
τττ∫∫ ++++≤  
 which gives  
.])(),()([
1
1))()((
)( 1
0
0
110
0
dsdusqsu
GN
spspN
tu
st
τττ∫∫ +−
++
≤  
 Now a suitable application of Lemma 2.2 (with 0=)(te ), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, yields  
)]),([1
1
1))()((
(exp0 )()( 1
0
0
110
0
21 dsdsq
GN
spspN
txtx
st
ττ∫∫ +−
++
≤−  0.≤                         (3.16) 
 From (3.14) and the inequality (3.16), we have )(=)( 21 txtx  for +∈Rt . Thus there is at most one solution to (1.4)–
(1.6) on +R . This completes the proof. 
 
 
4. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
In this section we study the continuous dependence of solutions to (1.4) on the given initial data, and on the function f . 
Also we show the continuous dependence of solutions of equations of the form (1.4) on certain parameters. 
First, we shall give the following theorem concerning the continuous dependence of solutions to (1.4) on the given 
initial data. 
Theorem 4.1  Suppose that the hypotheses )( 1H - )( 2H  hold and let )( ),( 21 txtx  be the solutions of (1.4) with the 
initial conditions  
,=)((0)1),<(0)(=1)( 11111 cxgxtttx +≤− φ                 (4.1) 
,=)((0)1),<(0)(=1)( 22222 cxgxtttx +≤− φ                               (4.2) 
 respectively, where 21,cc  are elements of X . Then  
),]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp
1
)()( 1
0
0
10
0
0
21 dsdsq
GN
spN
GN
c
txtx
st
ττ∫∫ +−−≤−                            (4.3) 
 for 1<0 t≤  and  
),]),([1
)(1
1)()((
(exp
1
 )()( 1
0
0
110
0
0
21 dsdsq
GN
spspN
GN
c
txtx
st
ττ∫∫ +−
++
−
−            (4.4) 
 for ∞≤ <1 t , where  
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.)()()(= 2110
1
0
210 dsssspNccNc    φφ −+− ∫                               (4.5) 
Proof. Let  )()(=)( 21 txtxtu −  for +∈Rt . We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: 1<0 t≤ . From the hypotheses, it follows that  
dsssdusqsuspNtGuccNtu
st
 ] )()()(),()()[())(()( 211
0
10
0
210    φφτττ −++++−≤ ∫∫  
dsdusqspNdssuspNtGuccN
stt
])(),()[()()())(( 1
0
10
0
10
0
210 τττ∫∫∫ +++−≤    
 dsssspN   )()()( 2110
1
0
φφ −+ ∫  
dsssspNtGuNccN     )()()()( 2110
1
0
0210 φφ −++−≤ ∫  
 dsdusqspNdssuspN
stt
])(),()[()()( 1
0
10
0
10
0
τττ∫∫∫ ++  
,])(),()()[()( 1
0
10
0
0 dsdusqsuspNtGuNc
st
τττ∫∫ +++≤  
 which implies  
.])(),()([
1
)(
1
)( 1
0
0
10
0
0
dsdusqsu
GN
spN
GN
c
tu
st
τττ∫∫ +−+−≤                               (4.6) 
 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with 
GN
c
te
01
=)(
−
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.6), yields (4.3). 
 
Case 2: ∞≤ <1 t . By following a similar arguments as in Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 and from the 
hypotheses, it follows that  
dsssspNtGuNccNtu     )()()()()( 2110
1
0
0210 φφ −++−≤ ∫
             
   
           dsdusqsuspspN
st
])(),()(1))[()(( 1
0
110
0
τττ∫∫ ++++  
,])(),()(1))[()(()( 1
0
110
0
0 dsdusqsuspspNtGuNc
st
τττ∫∫ +++++≤  
 which implies  
.])(),()([
1
1))()((
1
)( 1
0
0
110
0
0
dsdusqsu
GN
spspN
GN
c
tu
st
τττ∫∫ +−
++
+
−
≤              (4.7) 
 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with 
GN
c
te
01
=)(
−
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.7), yields (4.4). From 
(4.3) and (4.4), it follows that the solutions of equation (1.4) depends on the given initial data. This completes the proof. 
 
 
Now, we consider (1.4)–(1.6) and the corresponding initial-value problem  
1)),(,))(,,(),(,()(=)(
0
−+′ ∫ tydssystktytftAyty
t
                 (4.8) 
 for +∈Rt  under the initial conditions  
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,=)((0)),(=1)( 0yygytty +− ψ                                        (4.9) 
 where ),( XXXXCf ×××∈ +R , )),,(( XXCCg +∈ R , ),(
2 XXCk ×∈ +R , and )(tψ  is a continuous 
function for which the limit )(lim 01 tt ψ−→  exists. 
 
The following theorem shows the continuous dependence of solutions to (1.4)–(1.6) on the function f  and the 
closeness of the solutions of equations (1.4)–(1.6) and (4.8)–(4.9). 
 
Theorem 4.2  Suppose that the hypotheses )()( 51 HH −  hold and there exist constants 0> 0,> 0,> 211 δδε  such 
that  
,),,,(),,,( 1ε≤−  wvutfwvutf                                      (4.10) 
 
, ,)()( 2001 δδ ≤−≤−   yxugug                                      (4.11) 
 where fgx ,,,0 φ  and fgy ,,,0 ψ  are as in (1.4)–(1.6) and (4.8)–(4.9). Let )(tx  and )(ty  be respectively, solutions 
of (1.4)–(1.6) and (4.8)–(4.9) on +R . Then  
),]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp
)(1
)()( 1
0
0
10
0
0
dsdsq
GN
spN
GN
c
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−−≤−   
 for 1<0 t≤  and  
),]),([1
)(1
1))()((
(exp
)(1
)()( 1
0
0
110
0
0
dsdsq
GN
spspN
GN
c
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−
++
−
≤−   
 for ∞≤ <1 t , where  
.)()()()(= 10
1
0
1120 dsssspNtNc   ψφεδδ −+++ ∫  
Proof. Let  )()(=)( tytxtu −  for +∈Rt . We consider the following two cases. 
 
 
Case 1: 1<0 t≤ . From the hypotheses, we have  
   )()()()()( 00000 ygxgNygygNyxNtu −+−+−≤     
dssdysksysfsdxsksxsfN
sst
  ))(,))(,,(),(,())(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
0
ψτττφτττ ∫∫∫ −+  
dssdysksysfsdysksysfN
sst
  ))(,))(,,(),(,())(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
0
ψτττψτττ ∫∫∫ −+
dsssspNyxGNNN    )()()(10
1
0
01020 ψφδδ −+−++≤ ∫  
dsNdsdyxsqsysxspN
tst
10
0
1
0
10
0
])()(),()()()[( εττττ ∫∫∫ +−+−+    
,])(),()()[()( 1
0
10
0
0 dsdusqsuspNtGuNc
st
τττ∫∫ +++≤  
 which implies  
,])(),()([
)(1
)(
)(1
)( 1
0
0
10
0
0
dsdusqsu
GN
spN
GN
c
tu
st
τττ∫∫ +−+−≤                             (4.12) 
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 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with 
)(1
=)(
0GN
c
te
−
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.28), yields that for 
1<0 t≤ ,  
).]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp
)(1
)()( 1
0
0
10
0
0
dsdsq
GN
spN
GN
c
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−−≤−                          (4.13) 
 
Case 2: ∞≤ <1 t . Following an arguments as in Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 and from the hypotheses, we 
obtain  
   )()()()()( 00000 ygxgNygygNyxNtu −+−+−≤  
dssdysksysfsdxsksxsfN
ss
  ))(,))(,,(),(,())(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
1
0
ψτττφτττ ∫∫∫ −+  
dssdysksysfsdysksysfN
ss
  ))(,))(,,(),(,())(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
1
0
ψτττψτττ ∫∫∫ −+  
dssydysksysfsxdxsksxsfN
sst
  1))(,))(,,(),(,(1))(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
1
−−−+ ∫∫∫ ττττττ
dssydysksysfsydysksysfN
sst
  1))(,))(,,(),(,(1))(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
1
−−−+ ∫∫∫ ττττττ  
dsssspNyxGNNN    )()()(10
1
0
01020 ψφδδ −+−++≤ ∫  
dsNdsdyxsqsysxspspN
tst
10
0
1
0
110
0
])()(),()()(1))[()(( εττττ ∫∫∫ +−+−+++     
,])(),()(1))[()(()( 1
0
110
0
0 dsdusqsuspspNtGuNc
st
τττ∫∫ +++++≤  
 which implies  
,])(),()([
)(1
1))()((
)(1
)( 1
0
0
110
0
0
dsdusqsu
GN
spspN
GN
c
tu
st
τττ∫∫ +−
++
+
−
≤              (4.14) 
 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with 
)(1
=)(
0GN
c
te
−
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.30), yields that for 
∞≤ <1 t ,  
).]),([1
)(1
1))()((
(exp
)(1
)()( 1
0
0
110
0
0
dsdsq
GN
spspN
GN
c
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−
++
−
≤−             (4.15) 
 From this inequality and (4.29), it follows that (1.4)–(1.6) depends continuously on the functions involved therein. The 
proof is completed. 
 
Remark 4.3  The result given in Theorem 4.2 relates the solutions of IVP (1.4)–(1.6) and of IVP (4.8)–(4.9) in the sense 
that if f  is close to f , 0x  is close to 0y , φ  is close to ψ  and g  is close to g , then the solutions of IVPs (1.4)–(1.6) 
and (4.8)–(4.9) are also close together.  
 
 
We consider the IVP (1.4)–(1.6) together with  
1)),(,))(,,(),(,()(=)(
0
−+′ ∫ tydssystktytftAyty
t
k               (4.16) 
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,=)((0)),(=1)( kkk cygytty +− ψ                (4.17) 
 for ,1,2,= ⋯k  where ),( XXXXCf ×××∈ +R , )),,(( XXCCg k +∈ R , ),(
2 XXCk ×∈ +R , )R  and for 
each ,1,2,= ⋯k )(tkψ  is a continuous function for which the limit )(lim 01 tkt ψ−→  exists. 
 
 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2, we have the following corollary. 
 
Corollary 4.4  Suppose that the hypotheses )()( 51 HH −  hold and there exist nonnegative constants 
)1,2,=( , , ⋯kkkk δδε  such that  
,),,,(),,,( kk wvutfwvutf ε≤−                               (4.18) 
, ,)()( 0 kkkk cxugug δδ ≤−≤−                                             (4.19) 
 with 0→kε  and 0 , →kk δδ  as ∞→k , where kfgx  , ,, ,0 φ  and kkkk fgc  , , , ψ  are as in (1.4)–(1.6) and 
(4.16)–(4.17). If )1,2,=( )( ⋯ktyk  and )(tx  are respectively the solutions of (4.16)–(4.17) and (1.4)–(1.6) on +R , 
then )()( txtyk →  as ∞→k  on +R .  
 
Proof. For ⋯1,2,=k , the conditions of of Theorem 4.2 hold. As an application of of Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 2.2 yields  
),]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp
)(1
)()( 1
0
0
10
0
0
dsdsq
GN
spN
GN
c
txty
st
k
k ττ∫∫ +−−≤−                              (4.20) 
 for 1<0 t≤  and  
),]),([1
)(1
1))()((
(exp
)(1
)()( 1
0
0
110
0
0
dsdsq
GN
spspN
GN
c
txty
st
k
k ττ∫∫ +−
++
−
≤−           (4.21) 
 for ∞≤ <1 t , where  
.)()()()(= 10
1
0
0 dsssspNtNc kkkk   ψφεδδ −+++ ∫  
The required results follow from (4.20) and (4.21). It follows that (1.4)–(1.6) depends continuously on the functions 
involved therein. This completes the proof. 
 
Remark 4.5 The result obtained in Corollary 4.4 provide sufficient conditions that ensures solutions of IVPs (4.16)–(4.17) 
will converge to the solutions of IVP (1.4)–(1.6).  
 
 
Next, we consider the difference-differential equations  
),1),(,))(,,(),(,()(=)( 1
0
µ−+′ ∫ txdssxstktxtftAxtx
t
              (4.22) 
),1),(,))(,,(),(,()(=)( 2
0
µ−+′ ∫ txdssxstktxtftAxtx
t
                      (4.23) 
 for +∈Rt , where ),( XXXXCf RR ××××∈ + , and with the initial conditions given by (1.5)–(1.6). 
 
The following theorem states the continuous dependence of solutions to (4.22) and (4.23) with the initial 
conditions given by (1.5)–(1.6) on parameters. 
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Theorem 4.6  Assume that hypotheses )()( ),( 531 HHH −  and there exists an increasing function ),(2 ++∈ RRCp  
such that  
 |].|)[(),,,,(),,,,( 2121 µµµµ −+−+−+−≤−     zzyyxxtpzyxtfzyxtf  
 Let )(1 tx  and )(2 tx  be the solutions of (4.22) with (1.5)–(1.6) and (4.23) with (1.5)–(1.6) respectively. Then  
),]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp))(
)(1
||
()()( 1
0
0
20
0
2
1
0
0
210 dsdsq
GN
spN
dssp
GN
N
tytx
st
ττ
µµ
∫∫∫ +−−
−
≤−   
 for 1<0 t≤  and  
),]),([1
)(1
1))()((
(exp))(
)(1
||
()()( 1
0
0
220
0
2
0
0
210 dsdsq
GN
spspN
dssp
GN
N
tytx
stt
ττ
µµ
∫∫∫ +−
++
−
−
≤−  
 for ∞≤ <1 t .  
 
Proof. Let  )()(=)( 21 txtxtu −  for +∈Rt . We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: 1<0 t≤ . From the hypotheses, we have  
)),(,))(,,(),(,([)()()()()( 11
0
1
0
21 µφτττ sdxsksxsfstTxgxgtTtu
st
∫∫ −+−≤        
dssdxsksxsf
s
  )]),(,))(,,(),(,( 22
0
2 µφτττ∫−  
dsssdusqsuspNtGuN
st
|]|)()()(),()()[()( 211
0
20
0
0 µµφφτττ −+−+++≤ ∫∫   
,])(),()()[(||)()( 1
0
20
0
2120
0
0 dsdusqsuspNdsspNtGuN
stt
τττµµ ∫∫∫ ++−+≤  
 which implies  
.])(),()([
)(1
)(
)(
)(1
||
)( 1
0
0
20
0
2
1
0
0
210 dsdusqsu
GN
spN
dssp
GN
N
tu
st
τττ
µµ
∫∫∫ +−+−
−
≤              (4.24) 
 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with dssp
GN
N
te )(
)(1
||
=)( 2
1
0
0
210 ∫−
− µµ
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.24), 
yields  
),]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp))(
)(1
||
()()( 1
0
0
20
0
2
1
0
0
210 dsdsq
GN
spN
dssp
GN
N
tytx
st
ττ
µµ
∫∫∫ +−−
−
≤−            (4.25) 
 for 1<0 t≤ . 
 
Case 2: ∞≤ <1 t . By following the arguments in Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 and from the hypotheses, we have  
dsdusqsuspNxxGNtu
st
])(),()()[()( 1
0
20
0
210 τττ∫∫ ++−≤   
dsspNdssxsxspN
tt
)(||1)(1)()( 2
0
2102120
1 ∫∫ −+−−−+ µµ   
,])(),()(1))[()(()(|| 1
0
220
0
2
0
210210 dsdusqsuspspNdsspNxxGN
stt
τττµµ ∫∫∫ ++++−+−≤   
which implies  
.])(),()([
)(1
1))()((
)(
)(1
||
)( 1
0
0
220
0
2
0
0
210 dsdusqsu
GN
spspN
dssp
GN
N
tu
stt
τττ
µµ
∫∫∫ +−
++
+
−
−
≤            (4.26) 
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 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with dssp
GN
N
te )(
)(1
||
=)( 2
0
0
210 ∫−
− βµµ
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.26), 
gives  
),]),([1
)(1
1))()((
(exp))(
)(1
||
()()( 1
0
0
220
0
2
0
0
210 dsdsq
GN
spspN
dssp
GN
N
tytx
stt
ττ
µµ
∫∫∫ +−
++
−
−
≤−       (4.27) 
 for ∞≤ <1 t . From (4.25) and (4.27), it follows that the solutions (4.22) with (1.5)–(1.6) and (4.23) with (1.5)–(1.6) 
depend continuously on the parameters 21,µµ . This completes the proof. 
 
Remark 4.7 The result dealing with the property of a solution called "dependence of solutions on parameters". Here the 
parameters are scalars. Notice that the initial conditions do not involve parameters. The dependence on parameters are 
an important aspect in various physical problems.  
 
 
A slight variant of Theorem 4.2 is given in the following theorem 
 
Theorem 4.8  Suppose that  
],)[(),,,(),,,( 3     zzyyxxtpzyxtfzyxtf −+−+−≤−  
 where an increasing function ),(3 ++∈ RRCp  and hypotheses )()( ),( 531 HHH −  and condition 4.11 hold. Let 
)(tx  and )(ty  be respectively, solutions of (1.4)–(1.6) and (4.8)–(4.9) on +R . Then  
),]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp)
)(1
()()( 1
0
0
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0
0
dsdsq
GN
spN
GN
l
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−−≤−   
 for 1<0 t≤  and  
),]),([1
)(1
1))()((
(exp)
)(1
()()( 1
0
0
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0
0
dsdsq
GN
spspN
GN
l
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−
++
−
≤−   
 for ∞≤ <1 t , where  
 .)()()(][= 30
1
0
120 dsssspNNl   ψφδδ −++ ∫  
 
Proof. Let  )()(=)( tytxtu −  for +∈Rt . We consider the following two cases. 
 
Case 1: 1<0 t≤ . From the hypotheses, we have  
   )()()()()( 00000 ygxgNygygNyxNtu −+−+−≤  
dssdysksysfsdxsksxsfN
sst
  ))(,))(,,(),(,())(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
0
ψτττφτττ ∫∫∫ −+  
 
dssdysksysfsdysksysfN
sst
  ))(,))(,,(),(,())(,))(,,(),(,(
00
0
0
ψτττψτττ ∫∫∫ −+  
dsssspNyxGNNN    )()()(30
1
0
01020 ψφδδ −+−++≤ ∫  
dsdyxsqsysxspN
st
])()(),()()()[( 1
0
30
0
ττττ    −+−+ ∫∫  
,])(),()()[()( 1
0
30
0
0 dsdusqsuspNtGuNl
st
τττ∫∫ +++≤  
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 which implies  
,])(),()([
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)(
)(1
)( 1
0
0
30
0
0
dsdusqsu
GN
spN
GN
l
tu
st
τττ∫∫ +−+−≤              (4.28) 
 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with 
)(1
=)(
0GN
l
te
−
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.28), yields that for 
1<0 t≤ ,  
).]),([1
)(1
)(
(exp)
)(1
()()( 1
0
0
30
0
0
dsdsq
GN
spN
GN
l
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−−≤−               (4.29) 
 
Case 2: ∞≤ <1 t . Following an arguments as in Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 and from the hypotheses, we 
obtain  
dsssspNtGuNNNtu   )()()()()( 30
1
0
01020 ψφδδ −+++≤ ∫  
 
dsdusqsuspspN
st
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0
τττ∫∫ ++++  
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τττ∫∫ +++++≤  
 which implies  
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0
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dsdusqsu
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spspN
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st
τττ∫∫ +−
++
+
−
≤              (4.30) 
 Now an application of Lemma 2.2 (with 
)(1
=)(
0GN
l
te
−
), known as Pachpatte’s inequality, to (4.30), yields that for 
∞≤ <1 t ,  
 ).]),([1
)(1
1))()((
(exp)
)(1
()()( 1
0
0
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0
0
dsdsq
GN
spspN
GN
l
tytx
st
ττ∫∫ +−
++
−
≤−           (4.31) 
This completes the proof. 
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